
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an enterprise data architect. To
join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for enterprise data architect

Develops effective data architecture solutions that not only satisfy immediate
project requirements but also deliver a coherent, reusable, reliable and
phased architecture to help the business grow and change while aligning to
strategic vision
Develops a long-term data utilization plan for the company's IT systems and
helps “as is” architectures become “to be” architectures through phasing and
cost benefit analysis
Manages risks associated with data and IT assets through the development,
use and promotion of the appropriate standards, security, privacy and
governance policies
Designs Data Access Layer specifications and communicates design for
implementation
Leads projects and works with teams to creates and deliver simple, elegant
solutions to complex business problems within project deadlines
Provides post-implementation and on-going production support
Develops a learning analytics data ecosystem in an immature data
environment, and initiates and develops ongoing, incremental data
architecture strategies that facilitate migration toward a future-state learning
analytics data architecture blueprint
Translates business strategy and vision into a data strategy through
partnerships with key business stakeholders
Maps business opportunities to appropriate data architecture patterns and
evolves data architecture as business strategies and technologies mature
Guides the successful execution of data architecture vision through adoption
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Qualifications for enterprise data architect

Ability to collaborate and build strong partnerships across business,
technology and operations across regions and lines of business
Experience defining new enterprise data assets within the data acquisition
program and defining data polices and standards using Hadoop, and other
emerging technology data patterns
Experience in the Big Data infrastructures (Hadoop, Solr, NOSQL,
MapReduce, HIVE, HBASE, PIG)
Strong understanding of REST architecture style and its application to well
performing web sites for global usage and exposure to XML, JSON with Map
Reduce and Streams
Hands-on expertise with end-to-end Hadoop ecosystem products (HDP) and
Apache foundation software(s)
Implement and optimize integrations with Hadoop and Hadoop technologies
for seamless orchestration of data flow and processing between Hadoop
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